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..~ (Jerman Society of Technical Co-operation (GTZ) GmbH and the Goethe InstltLlt ill'e
implementing a proJect "The Concept of Progress in Different Cultures" In this attempt they
are adVised and assisted by the author of thiS Expose The differing concepts of progress In
various world cultures have been arnved at through mternatlOnal co-operatIon The aim of thiS
proJect IS to throw open these concepts to an interested public and to deciSIOn-makers and
Implementers This would help to sensitise them to the above differences and their consequences
on thought and action. Together with the anthropological and cultural aspects, the ecologIcal and
economic dimensions shall also be taken into account ThiS project would clearly abstain from a
rigidly Eurocentric standpomt

Conferences on this topic are being organlsed in 2004 in La Paz (Bolivia), Alexandria (Egypt),
Kolkata (India) and Berlin The participants would be expected to deliberate on and compare
varIOUS world cultures and thereby arrive at a definition of the term "Progress" It is essential
that the voices of the representatives of "other cultures" be given a hearing so that their
viewpoint on progress is also considered In the course of working together on this proJect the
final ann is to mirror the intercultural differences 111thiS concept of progress

In this project the basic anthropological perspective as well as the nature of the cultural-
histOrical-anthropological problems will be discussed before arriving at the definition of progress
In different cultures in today's world civillsatlon The final concept comprtses of an historical
overview from the international standpol11t as well as the anthropologIcal viewpoint from the
perspective ofthe West It is followed by the Toplc-Question-Paradigm Questionnaire which the
protagonists of "other cultures and the representatIves of the GTZ and Goethe lnstltut shall work
together on during the course of the conferences

A proper understanding of the topic can be arrived at only when progress is considered 1I1the
context of political-economic challenges of the present At the same time the anthropological
variations among the different cultures represented in this project must also be taken into
consideration The following headings serve to hIghlight the basic aims of the project

y Multiple Modernity as a prerequisite for different traditions of progress
T Man as a cultural being Anthropology of Cultural Differences
T Progress, Globalisation and Technical Homogenisation and its converse: The search for a

Humane Identity in the modern world
)r Compatibility of Technology and Culture
'r Convergence instead of Divergence For a comprehensive definition of Human Development
)r World Civilisation and Intercultural ism For the definition of progress in the 2\sl Century

* Further light on this topic is thrown by J6rn Rllsen (Kulturwlssenschaftliches Institut Essen) In
hIS discussion on the trans-cultural universality and the comparability of different cultural
traditIOns.



The concept of progress in international development can only be measured tr: ::-.-0: ==-=-:-'<= ,)f
historical comparisons The linear development from a comparatively archaIc ,),1-:-- == :-d.=:hiy
differentiated forms of production through the development of technology has a IOil_i' ~5toflcal
tradition that goes back to the Middle Ages in Europe

In antiquity different words such as increase, grov/, continue, stride fonvard ete w.:re used to
describe the term progress, When Plato, Aristotle, Chrysipp and Seneca spoke of pr.::'gress. the
word could, unlike its modem connotation, mean not only improvement but also dec:enoratlOn
The oldest testimony (RKoselieck, Historical lexicon, Vol 2, S.) comes from Xenophanes
(around 500 B.C.):"Truly the gods have not revealed everything in the beginning t(l mortals, who
with the passage oftime shall have to seek and find what is better" (Xenophanes Frcgm. IS) The
bridge to the present is the archaeology of Thucydides: he speaks of progress In terms of
technology, economics and power, which was represented by the Greeks as opposed to the
barbarians (lde.Romilly, Thucydides et Ie idee de progres, 159 ff) These thoughts were later
carried further by Demosthenes and Polybios The change in meaning of the term progress in
the fifth century reflects the break with the archaic connotations and the coming into existence of
a new consciousness or awareness of progress which took into account past, present and future
man did not wait for a gradual improvement that time would bring as in the Ideal State Change
was no longer brought about automatically by time but rather by polincisatlon and
pragmatisation of the social orientation.

Later, Christianity had an important influence on the modem, dynamic quest for the
development of technology. This influence of Christianity on technical progress can be seen In
the Middle Ages in Europe, as pointed out by Karl Loewith, Marc Bloch in France and Joseph
Needham in America have also focussed our attention on this. The eleventh centUlY witnessed
the beginning of a markedly positive attitude towards progress, which is evident in the works of
the period. Augiustinus in his" Praise God for everything which he has given mankind," (De
civitate Dei XXll, 24) also includes the technical arts. In "Theologica Platonica" (XID, 3
Marsilio Ficino, 1474) we find an expression of delight in man's successful subjugation of
nature Man is now regarded as the l'epI'esentative of God, as his steward on Earth. At the zenith
of technological progress, man has god-like powers over the cosmos and paradise. Here we see a
millennial form of prophecy with its own eschatology.

Between the 15th and IStl1 centuries the technical arts began to be held in higher social and
cultural esteem. By jractising the mechanical arts, man comes nearer to the image of God as in
paradise In the 16 and 17tl1centuries, Augustinus, Hugo von St Viktor and Vinzenz von
Beauvais regard the mechanical arts as a compensation for the inadequacies of mankind,
through which one can regain a form of paradise, Among the authors of the 16tl1century who
have expressed themselves strongly is Georg Agricola who has left behind a comprehensive
work on metallurgy "De re metallica libri"(Xll, 1556}



In the 16th century ,it was not only the authors wnting on technical subjects \\ho ~r:-::::-:':"'::3e:± the
importance of the mechanical arts but also philosophers like Juan Luis Vives and -,~:e::::5ts like
Vesalius .Practical knowledge was no longer looked down upon and In fact \'.as :-:-:2r::: rughl)
regarded than contemplative observation

The new respect given to the mechanical sciences and to technical workers made IT ;:o5slble for
scientists and technicians to work together and this was responsible for the ups\'.mg of the
natul'al sciences in the 17th century. The name of Leonardo Da Vinci in Italy should be
mentioned in this respect. In France, Descal·tes developed a plan for a Ecole des Arrs cr ~\1etiers
to promote the co-operation between the natural sciences and technical arts, in v,hlch \\Ie can
already see the seeds of the industrial revolution. The important elements for this breakthrough
to the Industrial Revolution were the separation of nature from religion, looking towards the
future with hope and a positive evaluation of all work which was directed to practical benefit

The growing recognitIOn of technical development is also mirrored in the works of other
philosophers as in Thommasao Campanella's description of the Ideal State (Cit'iw solis. idea
rei publicae ph ilosophicae), published in 1623. Of great significance are the opinions of Francis
Bacon of England who regarded knowledge as power and John Locke's statement in his "EssaJ'
concerning human understanding" that the learning of the scholar was of little use to society,
compared to the contribution of the hitherto despised technical workers David Hume also
emphasised in his writing, espeCIally in his essay "qlRefinement In The Arts", publIshed in
1742, the importance of the mechanical arts for a the development of culture In the Anglo-Saxon
world.

In France in 1762 J. J. Rousseau, allows his "Emile" to learn a craft (Oeuvres, IV, 470) because
he wanted to overcome the prejudice against the technical crafts. The machine becomes the
recognisable symbol and model of progress

The comparison of the Creator of the World to a watchmaker has been prevalent since the 14u,
century, as in the works of Jean Buridan (before 1365) and Nicole d'Oresme (died in 1380)
Copemicus and Kepler were also of the opinion that the cosmos could be compared to a clock.
The comparison of society to a machine can also be found in Thomas Hobbes' "Leviathan".
The French Encyclopaedists from Diderot to d' Alembert (1751-1780) have also contributed
significantly to the higher esteem in which technical achievement is held. This viewpoint has the
weight of tradition behind it. In his "Methodus adjacilem historiarum cognitionem" in 1556 Jean
Bodin spoke of the significance of inventions and discoveries. Later, Francis Bacon in his
"Novum Organum" formulated "hominem homini Deus esse" (129,Works 1,221 f)

As a consequence it can be seen that technical progress which was initially of an accidental and
sluggish nature, suddenly gathers momentum from the 14th and 15th century and becomes a
conscious and methodical quest. In the last three centuries we have seen an exponential
acceleration in technical development which has led to a qualitatively new pattern of progress
This had far reaching consequences on the entire world culture. Modern theories were reinforced
during the period of European Aufklarung (Enlightenment) and became manifest during the
Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19u\ centuries.



The term Industrial progress could InitIally be appIJed not only to the liberal market economy but
also to the Marxist model of the Soviet Union In the 20th century In its purest form, the Western
concept of progress had a unJversal applicability but later it was based on scientific progress and
functIOned within the parameters of market laws

The question regarding the positive and negative consequences of technical pl'ogress and how
to hold it within control has been repeatedly raised This is reflected in the flood of literature on
the subject since the 19th century In the technical books of the 16th and 1ih centuries. men of
science were equated with God as being all-powerful creators The Industrial Revolution brought
with it the system of patents and witnessed a further exponential acceleration of technical
progress Other contributing factors were the improved methods of communication and research

The anthropologist Arnold Gehlen concludes that thiS almost explosive acceleratIOn II1 the
tempo of development was due to the merging of natural and technical sciences
The Swedish economist Gynnar Myrdal comes to the realisation that development is to be seen
as part of a larger historical process, which had already been heralded in the prevIous centunes
(The same conclusion can be seen in the works of Jules Michelet 1872 in his ·'Hl.S'foirc du .UX
Siccle")

Arnold Toynbee in England also wrote about the technical breakthrough of the industrial
revolution ( Ref: Wolf von Barloewen, Constantin von Barloewen die CTeserzmti.f5igkelt der
(leschichre Evolution und Zivilisation. Von den Anjangen del' Menschheit his zlIm 3
Jahrtausend. 2 VoL Athenaum, Frankfurt, 1988) These volumes deal with the concept of
evolution III its theoretical and historical aspects. Some of these ideas are mirrored in this expose
(See VoL I Pg 13)

With this new awareness came the realisation that the Industrial Revolution embodied a splfltual
and intellectual change of a nature hitherto unseen in previous epochs Lewis Mumfol'd in
America spoke of the historical significance of the Industrial Revolution for the whole world.
Helmut Schelsky in Germany observed that the millennial continuity in economic and
production forms was replaced by a new technical order The Industrial Revolution brought
about a decisive change not only in the history of technology but also in the history of the
universe, comparable only with the transition of man from nomad to settler in the beginning of
the Neolithic period.

A certain optimism regarding technology is thereafter evident. Progress in technology is
regarded as the cause of, and being identical with, the progl'ess of culture. This naturally leads
to the hope that the technological revolution of mankind will result in a material and cultural
paradise and will give man power over the cosmos .The term technology was always understood
as hubris in all its ambivalence. From Paul Denis de Rougement in Switzerland to Paul
TiIIich, the Protestant theologian in America the "innocence" of technological development has
always been questioned. In LUCI'etius we find an echo of the same doubt Johann Gottfried
Rudel' raises the query in 1785 "How have the arts and sciences contributed to the happiness of
mankind" (collected works Vol 13 ,372 f)This is also seen in the tradition of the 19th century
The French historian Jules Michelet wrote in his book "Le peuple" of the ambIvalence of



technology The Amencan TranscendentalIst Ralph \Yaldo Emenon also \\U::-.- 2::- _ ~~ ~bc'
ambivalence of progress In his essay ","ie/fReliance"
This tradition is continued in the 20th century by Romano Guardnini, Alber-t Einstein a.nd
Jacques Ellul, the French civilisation critic. We find the same viewpoint in the oos::-;. 2:::2:;5 of
the German philosopher Karl Jaspers (Ref Constantin von Barloe\ven, W~'r[~ ,-r, cltel"

philosophie Nord und Latin Amerikas: Ein Sys{enwtischer Beitrag zur(iei.s[e'\!~'.\L':li\chre
des amerikanischen Doppelkontlnents, [Values in the cultural philosophy of North and LatlO
America a systematic contribution to the spiritual history of the American double
continents.JAhtenaum, Frankfurt, 1989,S.14ff, 25ft, 47ff A project ofThyssen -Stiftungl

,e said that progress in the western tradition has always had a millennial character with an
eschatological promise that is not seen in non-western cultures. This raises a problem for the
discussion of progress in different cultures A survey of the western concept of progress from the
anthropological perspective is not possible without a deep understanding of the "places ofthings
in the world", the interplay of human beings, technology and progress Analysis of the position
of technology in the life of mankind and relation to progress has been steadily gainmg ground in
the last ISO years The progress of technology is becoming one of the central categories 1Othe
self-analysis of human beings History is understood as the history of technology That means the
history of human progress as the history of the development and improvement of technical
artefacts. Since that time, a number of authors on the cultural and social sciences have dealt with
the problem field, of which the cornerstones are Man, Nature and Technology and Progr'ess
In the assessment of the last 150 years, these three distinct points can be recognised

Up to the sixties of the twentieth century the discussions on the topic of Technological Progress
have been dominated by the first two points. Technology and Progress are an instrument of
mankind. The question arises as to the autonomy of man and technology. Is man autonomous
and does he decide about the functions of his technical means or has Technology achIeved
autonomy over man') The question can be summarised in 3 points of view.

I. Technology as merely an instrument or tool of man, as the means of his self-recognition,
the compensation for his biological inadequacies, as an instrument of emancipation or as an
expression of his special powers of rationalisation

2. Technology and Progress as anonymous and autonomous power, as phenomena separate
from man's needs. Unfettered technology and progress are looked upon with both
optimism and pessimism

3. Ambivalence in the relationship of Man-Technology-Progress. The three stand opposed to
one another

The evaluation of Technology as an instrument of man proceeds from the belief that all progress
evolves from technology. A full-length detailed discussion of the term Evolution is not possible



here. This Expose IS based on Stephen Jay Gould's "The Jfisrneaslire ot!7wn" 2,-~ ~-== ~].;;
New York. This Expose also acknO\vledges the comprehensive diSCUSSIOnof c:"= :-~_r';::., ,)f
Evolution published by Harvard University Press In 2003

Technology is becomIng a means of self-awareness of man The "being" of man i5 reI:ecred in
technology. Technology appears as an instrument of man over a long period ofnme_ from the
middle of the nineteenth century to the 80'S of the twentieth century The anthropological
philosophy of Technology has always considered it as an instrument of man This \\as based on
the placing against each other of the Mechanical and the Organic, ofldealism and \laterialism
and of Man and Machine The important elements of Technology were considered Its automatic
functioning, its rationality and its formal logic., which lay behind all mechanical IDventions
Ernest Knapps writing "Gnmdlinien einer Philosophie del' Technik" in I 977 is regarded as the
beginning of the modern approach to technology, which mirrored the 19t11 century optimism
regarding technology. The thought that nature could be in any way threatened by the thoughtless
actions of man has not yetoccurred Man is the goal of Creation. He sees himselfretlected IDall
objects surrounding him, especially in his technical inventions.

The ambivalence of progress has been discussed in modem times, from Horkheimer of the
early Frankfurter school of thought and Herbert Marcuse with his theory of the uni-dimensional
human being, to Juergen Habermas and the French sociologists like Michel Serres Similarly,
Jacques Ellul, Gunther Anderts in his "Antiquiy of Man", Husser! and Heidegger ,and in the
present times Paul Virilio and Jean Baudrillard have discussed the break between man and
technology in pessimIstic and apocalyptic tenns Hans Blumenberg considers man's depalture
from the given cosmic order as an act of self-assertion. The process of technical development is
seen not only as a great challenge but also as a threat to the very existence and identity of the
human race. The question arises as to how mankind is to confront the threats posed by
unchecked nuclear, bIological and genetic development as well as by digital Information
technology. The peak of technological achievement very often ends in prophecies ofthe destll1y
of man and his salvation brought about by technology.

In the 20th century, Arnold Gehlens played a central role in the critical observation of
technology and its relationship to progress. These ideas find expression in his principal works
'Man :His position in Nature and his position in the world '(1940),Early man and later
cultures(1956) as well as in his "Anthropological and socio-psychological studies". His
technical anthropology is firmly anchored in philosophical anthropology which was developed In
Germany during the 20s by Max Scheler (1874-1928) and Helmuth Plessner(l892-1985)Max
Scheler speaks in his writing, in 1928 of "The place of man in the cosmos"(l928) and
Helmuth Plessner speaks of "Natural artzficiality." Helmuth Plessner formulated the
anthropological principles of natural artificiality in his treatise "Die i','tufen des organ/schen und
del' Mensch". While admitting the necessity for man to find alternatives and artificial inventions
in order to survive, he simultaneously articulates his uneasiness about the ambivalent nature of
technology. Andrei Leroi Gourhan, the leading French anthropologist of the 20th century and
Heindch Popitz in his work "Anthropology of Technology" as also Herder are equally perturbed
by the outcome of evolutionary development .Man's technical genius is his cultural reply to his
inherent biological inability to survive. His ability to learn allows him to modifY the life



threatening environment around him. The author is apprehensive about the explosively
accelerating tempo of technical development

Dunng the Industrial Revolution, man experienced an upheaval comparable only \\Ith the
complete change in all aspects of life seen in the Neolithic era when man underwent the
transition from hunter-nomad to cultivator and herdsman. In the 19th century man was \isualIslI1g
the conquest of the world through a synthesis of science, technology and productIon, and the
Invention of the steam engine by James Watt (1769-1790), was heralded as the forerunner of
greater things to come. During the 20ti' century criticism mounted against a technology that had
become autonomous and had pervaded all aspects of life. It was an unparalleled unfettering of
science and technology, which destroyed the existing fabric of society This autonomous
technology aimed at the subjugation of society through force. There is a growing awareness that
man has alienated technology from himself and it has become separate and independent tJ·om
man and his needs. Technology appears as an enormous power which rules over the world The
Idea that technology has created its own dynamics, is associated with the fear that man's very
being IS threatened and his existence endangered.

The idea of an unfettered technology grew stronger after the Second World War The sharpest
criticism against a seemingly all powerful technology has been voiced by FGJungers In
Germany and by Jacques Ellul, Michel Foucault in the French language The 50s and 60s were a
period of introspection about the Atomic Age. The horrific bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki led the philosopher Gunther Anders to perceive technology as an epochal phenomenon
which has indelibly stamped man's thought and action Since the 80s, computer and
biotechnology have come to the forefront along wIth the digItal revolution ,thus supplantmg
atomic science as the leading technology
The fact that our hopes in a progress-oriented world have been shattered in the 20th century has
led many thinkers to perceive technology also as a threat

In the 18th and 19th centuries there were only isolated voices against technical progress It was
not till the 20th century that the criticism against progress became a strong movement in the
various strata of society. The technological catastrophes as well as the immense potential for
destruction that the two world wars amply demonstrated, contributed to a change in perception
regarding technology. The immense material losses of the First World War, the bureaucratic
extennination machinery in Auschwitz, the totalitarian industrialisation of the Soviet Union, and
the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were circumstances which signified for many people a
crisis in the optimism regarding progress. Far from preventing bloodshed in the 20ti1 century,
technology has facilitated slaughter on a far greater scale

Since the time of the Enlightenment in Europe, man has aSCrIbed a very significant role to
technology. In the 20th century, man's perception of technology moves between two extremes
Either it is considered as the solution to all social problems or perceived as a satanic power
responsible for all evil.
Since the late 1970s a clear change of perception among the common people is palpable. The
fascination for science has been replaced by hostility towards it
The report of the Club of Rome examined the position of man in "The FrontIers of growth Five
impOltant aspects were listed: The accelerated pace of industrialisation, the rapid growth of



population, world wide malnutntlon, exploitatIon of ra\\ materials. and the de:;~L.':::'~ .:': :h-=
environment The only solution appeared to be a departure from progress In lL3 .::-:-. ::;::.}Iui

sense and in a controlled transition to a \\orld-wlde balance The public debate abc':,;: :'.:: uSe of
nuclear energy and technology IS a Sign of widespread pessimism in the 1980,,-\ ~reater
ratIOnahty and a more JudicIOus choice of the means at man's disposal are requ:red or else
subJectivity, creativity, spontaneity and lastly the human identity itself are threakoed(see
Constantin von Barloewen, An thl'op0 logie de la Mondialisation (Anthropology of
globalisation),Paris Editions de Syrtes ,2003,229ff,253ff,337ff,381 ff,389fl)
Technology has become the new absolute Subject which has acquired autonomy and usurped
man's power of deCIsion making The hubris of technology and progress dominates the
discourse on world civilisation from this point onwards

The last 500 years have seen a world-wide spreading ofnonns which had originated in Europe
One may speak here of a universalising of the western model of civilisation (See Constantin
von Ba~l?ew.en, Vom Primat del',Munche~ 1990, 150ft) J.' e

\> &J ~ ~ j.~\IV'\~ 1\lvi ~'viJl"j rJV ~ I;0~----.
The manifold expressions of moder'hity in different civilisations allow us to dra\-\ inferences
about Its different interpretations This is absolutely necessary for a full understanding of
progress At the beginning of the 21 5t century, development in different parts of the world goes
far beyond homogenous and hegemonic tendencies It became clear that the teon "modern" IS

differently understood in different cultures and has deviated from the Westem vision which has
its roots in the intellectual principles of the European Enlightenment The search for authentICity
oscillates between two poles: one tendency is to reject Western modernism because it destroyed
the uniqueness of a country's own culture(from Islam to India and China) The other tendency
IS to confront Western modemity with a country's own modernity The question is raised here as
to how far modernity is a Westem creation, what forms of non -Western modemity are there and
how the relationship between cultural history and modernity in North America, Latin AmerIca,
Africa, Asia and Russia is shaped. A thorough understanding of modernity and progress
necessitates a prior study of the cultural-historical conditions in the context of the diversity of
their traditions. We should speak here not of one modernity but of the plurality of modemity
(See Cv Barloewen, Kultul' als Faktol' del' Real politik.,FAZ,21 January.2000 as well as "Ie
monde diplomatique", November 2001". It becomes apparent that the internationalism of world
economics cannot be successful in the long run unless it is in hannony with the pluralism of
cultures. This universal intemationalism must also come to tenns with varying historical \
traditions in a present which is dominated by World civilisation. This World civilisation is not
concentrated in any single place but in time. J •. \ ~

st .. . \v{\J,0~~ \~~\1
The great challenge of the 21' century hes In global m~, A purely ecopol1l1.C- , -"
matenal globahsatlOn does not create true unity as man preVIOusly believed, bUL~-t L.:1~
cc~s.(For an understanding of the teon Globalisation see CvBarloewens
Gibt es Weltdol'f? Die Globalisiel'ung ist nul' die Obel'flache, FAZ, 8 Marz 1996)1 <9Jf

~~~~~



Prog,'ess, Globalisation and technical Homogenising as well as their com erse: Tbt se;u'ch
fo,' a humane identity in the modem age

Globalisation is today a fundamental fact of world cI\1hsatlon Different states and ;:-_:_-:::-~ --1",2

however unequal conditions which vary according to their different cultural-rehg10_s-:-:.,;:,:'cldl
conditions which are reflected in economics and politiCS Consequently the plura1l5;:~ ~,/IUres
affects the politics of development and the concept of the term progress (Report 0,- I1:";e World
Commission for Culture and Development of Ui\!CSCO - UNO, Paris, 1995 The :Imhor was
also a participant.)

The baSIC questIOn arises, as to why specific cultures and states are economically dynamiC and
politically stable, whereas other states less so This question cannot be ans\\'ered WIthout an
understanding of the cultural background of the countries

Globalisation has become the subject of world-wide criticism The industrial and technological
World Civilisation is set against an alarming backdrop of a world-wide levelling orthe histOrical
and cultural traditions of countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

In these countries culture and religion are often in contradiction to the demands of the
technological civilisation with its universal logic, which claims to have a monopoly over
rationality. The western occidental rationality and logic are however only a small pali of the
planetary civilisation of the future.

We are experiencing presently a simultaneous representation of all cultures of the world ThiS
presupposes the coexistence of cultures that were until now considered remote and far flung
Consequently there can no longer be an absolute world culture but only an inSIght into the
openness of the pluralism of cultures

The cardinal problem here for an understanding of progress is that the cultural and religIOUS
values of these non-western cultures are often not in harmony with the technology and
instruments of the western industrial countries. This question has been thoroughly dealt with in
(Cv Barloewen, Szenen einer Weltcivilisation, Munchen1993, 55ft)

One may proceed from the anthropological premise that historically speaking in the
evolutionary ladder man is not a natural but a cultural being, as Claude Levi-Stl'auss has
formulated. It is becoming increasingly clear in international politics that the world order IS not
only an economic order and that man is not only a political animal, but also a cultural and
religious entity.
Man not only belongs to a country but is at the same time a part of the cultures and religions of
these states

However, a culture may be typical of a country it\~lwa:X~has the potential to absorb much more
from other sources. '" \""



It embodIes not only the typIcal way of lIt""e e,·,' 3 society. om aiscl us underj~.lc; 5;:::"~_':: _'=c:' 3S

well as Its values Culture IS also a term fe'r the po/meal and economic ('rie~ -'" __ :",:,.
Economic development is therefore to be understood In the larger context as o;::ir;,; :- :." ::-.:'Jc ",'

culture The cultural symbols, values and insIltutlons of a society oa'. e ':.:': ':~'::"::jmg

consequences on economic development This ho\\'ever means that any attempt at 3.r c:'C -'.:'c'mlC-

technological development which goes agamst the existing cultural values \\tll be a ;3.:>..1:-c:' This
understanding of the wider connotations of the word culture is necessary for the comp::mson of
progress 111different cultures.

If we want to understand the logic behind thought and action in different cultures it IS necessary
to keep in mind their different views of life, their values and thought processes. which find
expression in politics, economics, religions as well as in their .institutions (LawTence Harrison,
Samuel Huntington, Culture matters, Conferenc:e ofthe Harvard Academy, 2000) The author IS

a member of the Advisory committee. We are witnessing today the beginning of a global
culture, which signifies something fundamentally new as against all other cultures \\'hlch have
gone before it Quantitatively what is new IS that the global culture embodies not a mere
expansion of the culture of the occident but develops out of the confrontatIOn of and grow1l1g
together of varied traditions This is also valid for the concept of progress. (RepOrT oj/he World
Decade/or a Cultural Development, 1988-1997, UNO, New York)

The compatibility of technology and culture steps into the foreground as a question of the very -"
survival of mankind, We have to incorporate the special cultural traditions of Asia. Afhca, Latin
America, East Europe and Russia
Not only are new paradigms for development and progress necessary but also a new assessment
of the apparatus, ranging from the politics of development and its programmes ,10 industry and
technology. Only a convergence of the old traditions with modern science seems to offer \.'1alternatives. for a new "Cairo("of the human identity .and the concept of development and

_ (\\J-JS progress D f\ \" 1\) ")\\Jv&-J \S~."VU\ f)JIJ'~ ~() ..N:.&\\i"',:>iJ\~
! JI. ~ "6 \j ~r- "~\"~d ~ \ ~\¥t\lt1 vJ'- Every national economy has its cultural vcap~kL Economic and development programmes are

,~ more than just a mere transfer oftechnology. (Ref: Culture and development report conference in
Florence ,World Bank ,Washington, 1999 An in depth study of the question was conducted at this
conferenc~Lasting development is only possible within the framework of a holistiC cultural
process or;;;newal, otherwise it remains segregated from the mainstream of life This failure t
integrate results in fundamentalist or anti-modem tendencies as in Algeria or Afghanistan ~
Technology is not neutral and has to be in tune with the institutions of the state and the CUltural ..
identity of the people, if it is to exert a lasting effect Technology must not owe allegiance to
anyone particular culture. In this sense it must be considered "acultural".

\

The concept of time has always been different in diverse cultures.(See: Indigenous Views of
Land and Environment, World Bank Report ,Discussion Papers 1988,Washington DC, 1993).
This concept of time can be present-,past-,or future oriented, which exerts a tremendous
influence on the capacity for innovation and organisation To give an example: the work ethic In
a Calvinistic society like North America stems from the belief that material success in thIS



'\ world IS a stepping stone to spiritual gratification in the other world This contrasts sharph ,"lth
the Indian concept of karma and rebirth which influences the work culture

)

\

In contrast to North America, Latin America has been influenced less by the philosophy of
pragmatism, logic and empiricism, than by the Catholic scholasticism of the 16th century. with its
emphasis on metaphysics and spintual otherworldliness, Consequently, it had a completely
different approach to technology which is empirical and logical in character The prevailmg
histoncal-intellectual conditions in Calvinist North America provided more fertile ground for the
development of indigenous technology than those in Latin America, (See CvBarloewen,
Cultural histOly and modernity in Latin Americaf An E. U . Project, translation Barcelona and
Oxford. This question has been thoroughly dealt with in this study and this exposition is based
on that study.
Though Japan absorbed the tenets of Confucianism around 600 A.D. from Chma and Korea and
also developed its own variant of Shintoism, at the same time it subscribed to an equally
pragmatic tradition and a principle of consensus in political and economic matters The
amalgamation of these two inherently different traditions has had a beneficial effect on the work
ethic and organisational efficiency of the Japanese people

The cardinal question here is, why in the last centuries of the modem age, certain states and
civilisations in the world have become economic powerhouses enjoying political stabdlty. whde
other countnes have not been able to achieve the same. We can take here the example of the
Latin American nations, which have modern constitutions based on liberal European prinClfJles,
in addition to an abundance of natural resources, and yet compare poorly with Japan, In spIte of
its obvious geographical isolation and poor natural resources (See: CY Barloewen, Japan and
the West, Technology, cultural history and Anthropology, 3 vols S.Fischer, 1985. A proJect of
the Hans Martin Schleyer See specially vol .3 55ft) This cardinal question of the discrepancies
in economic growth cannot be answered without a thorough knowledge of the mner dynamics of
cultural and religious values (Ref: W.Pyne, Asian power and politics: the cultural dimensIOn of
Authority Harvard University Press, 1985).

Convergence instead ofDivel'gence: towards a comprehensive definition of a mOl'e humane
development

Culture is not merely another dimension. Economics, technology and politics are rooted in a
given cultural context. Culture is not only an object of anthropological curiosity, but it actually
influences the thoughts and actions of man.
Therefore can there be a modernisation without a forced conversion to Westernisation'/ In any
contemplation of progress and development, this question assumes great importance No world
vision can claim to have a monopoly over the truth and the correct viewpoint.
Francois Perroux differentiated between economic growth and development. Growth is a
quantitative indicator in the sense of the gross social product and of investments. Development,
on the other hand is to be seen in connection with economic, social and human progress where
man remains the motive as well as the objective How can traditional cultures come to terms
with the harsh realities of the market economy?(See: World Bank Development ,Nell' York,
Oxford University Press,1999).



[t embodIes not only the typical way of life of a society, but also Its underlying spIrltua! code as
well as Its values Culture is also a term for the political and economic order of a cuuntrv
Economic development is therefore to be understood In the larger context as being onl\ a pan uf
culture The cultural symbols, values and instItutions of a society have tar reachmg
consequences on economic development ThIs however means that any attempt at an economlc-
technological development which goes agaInst the existIng cultural values wIll be a faIlure This
understanding of the wider connotations of the word culture is necessary for the comparIson of
progress In dIfferent cultures

If we want to understand the logic behind thought and action in different cu ltures it IS necessary
to keep in mind their different views of life, their values and thought processes, which fl11d
expression in politics, economics, religions as well as in their. instItutions. (Lawrence Harrison,
Samuel Huntington, Culture matters, Conference o/the Harvard Academy, 2000) The author IS
a member of the Advisory committee. We are witnessmg today the beginning of a global
culture, which signifies something fundamentally new as against all other cultures which have
gone before it Quantitatively what is new is that the global culture embodies not a mere
expansion of the culture of the occident but develops out of the confrontatIOn of and growmg
together of varied traditions. This is also valid for the concept of progress. (Reporr u/rhe World
Decade/or a Cultural Development, 1988-1997, UNO, New York)

The compatibility of technology and culture steps into the foreground as a question of the very .'
survival of mankind. We have to incorporate the special cultural traditIOns of Asia, Africa, Latin
America, East Europe and Russia.
Not only are new paradigms for development and progress necessary but also a new assessment
of the apparatus, ranging from the politics of development and its programmes ,to Industry and
technology Only a convergence of the old traditions with modern science seems to offer \

_~ alternatives for a new "Cairo'(of the human identIty and the concept of development and
. (\\!-')progress O~\) 'Y\\MQJ~.~ Ok~\1J')M.&\. \i,,'JiI'-Q.1.v' ~ 0 \l \\~\ •.-J.of \NM \ ~~{\lt

lI' Every national economy has its cultural Vcap~tal.Economic and development programmes are
,j'" more than Just a mere transfer oftechnology. (Ref: Culture and development report conference in

Florence ,World Bank ,Washington, 1999.An in depth study of the question was conducted at this
conferenc~Lasting development is only possible within the framework of a holistic cultural
process o~newal, otherwise it remains segregated from the mainstream of life This failure t
integrate results in fundamentalist or anti-modem tendencies as in Algeria or Afghanistan
Technology is not neutral and has to be in tune with the institutions of the state and the cultural
identity of the people, if it is to exert a lasting effect Technology must not owe allegiance to
anyone particular culture. In this sense it must be considered "acultural".

The concept of time has always been different in diverse cultures.(See: Indigenous Views of
Land and Environment, World Bank Report ,Discussion Papers 1988,Washington DC, 1993)
This concept of time can be present-,past-,or future oriented, which exerts a tremendous
influence on the capacity for innovation and organisation. To give an example: the work ethiC III

a Calvinistic society like North America stems from the belief that material success in this



Our project IS concerned with the fundamental question as to what effect progress ha.) ,)!-:

different cultural traditIons and how far values of other Non Western cultures can be equated
With the idea of linear progress A purely economic angle is not adequate here to achle\e ,<,hat I
may be termed a "humane development It must be reinforced by a comprehensive I
anthropological change of paradigm Economic growth is not identical with development In Its \.,
widest sense (World Link Report, World Economic Forum, Davos 1995)

Modem SCIence leads to a mechanical view of the universe, which is not necessarily valid for all
cultures The problem IS that of finding unity in diversity,
On one side history is played out in the arena of different countries and cultures On the other
side the \\'orld cI\J1isation must have one common subject that is man, All cultures cannot be
assessed by the same defimtion of rationality. Though universalising is pOSSIble in the context of
progress \\e must consider the different cultural historical tradItions

\\'e are experiencing today a common world history of the whole of mankind Because of tl1l5,
tnlS prOject will avoid any Eurocentric view Different cultures have different cultural premIses
and mstitutlonal practices Hence modernity should not be perceived as a western creation
Other western cultures, as those in Asia, Africa and in Latin America must also be drawn into the

The political World Civilisation of the 21 5t century should not possess a dogmatic character.
must not be centralised but rather intercultural in all aspects of life, in order to ensure the
survival of man. This diversification must be at the same time be balanced by mtegration

Conflict management and conflict dIagnosis must also take this university-diversity factor lI1to
conSIderation. Internationalism can be successful in the long run only when it is balanced with
the pluralism of cultures. (*Cv Barloewen, Die Zeit, August 2002, which deals with the
different concepts of progress in North and Latin America,

A purely economic and material glObalisa.tion leads to ra.dicalism and. contro.ntations amongst the , I~J. ~I

rehg.onsofthewodd ~~ rV\W~ ~4~ ~J &J\rh~:iU~
The technological domination of the world meets with local resistance (Ref: worldfit./orpeoYJ/e"t" .--ciNJ
containing ethnic conflict, New York,UNDP,UN0,1994). This is true, not only for Sudan and "L JuJ
multicultural Nigeria but also for Iran, Egypt, Pakistan and India to name just a few examples I~f)JS"'i,lt<)
The foundations of religion have become stronger in all world cultures. Hostility to the global
economy has created a high-tension zone in the conflict between the advancing technological I
uniformity and the religious and cultural variations. The far-reaching universalisation of the II,

planet Earth in a global sense through the world economy and through the Western concept of
progress has led us to the brink of imminent political and ethnic-religious disintegration \l'~\.UAj 'fwv7 ,"-'tt\ ~~ iN\A~) tVlWJ J '. \

Th ul11fication df the world c~n be achieved only by a rationalr(citio\1 of the worlel market and 1\\,
not by attempttng!to create a c mmon world identity Only rationalisat~on would create space for
dialogue between world cultur sand civilisations ')



T ognlses h~~~ ::~.::":--:-:- .[ , omt for the aJ b UdlCIULb
·'d-iffereotiation bgt""'en ,~,+,~"";T~i~ global village is experiencing fragmentation and separatlUn
and an understanding L,f :5 necessary in order to fonnulate our definition of progres"
Economic globalisatiop. [S fiDt automatIcally followed by cultural and polItical IntegratIOn
It is the aim si-this P"-Oj~ r,L' retlecr on the definition of progress because it is Increasmgl} clear
that the definition afp;:ogress HI dItTerent countnes is becoming a challenge to the understanding
of the concept or de'. elopmenL (Conference Papers, World Conference Cultural Fu/iucs.
UNESCO. \fexlco CIty. !982.' This refers to the above problem.
We are confronted by the problem of a world-wide levelling of cultural differences on one hand
and commg TO tenns wIth the demands of Technology on the other. This is of paramount
importance for me definition of progress in different cultures.

G there a universal doctrine for evolution and progress that can be applied to all cultures')
\\nat historical and philosophical meaning can be ascribed to progress in the different
cultures. whicn ar r t')

\\11at inner logic is there in the term Progress when used in the context of the unlversai
hl5t01)' of mankind? When can we speak of w?gress, wha,t ~r~ the different categories, what
criteria can be used to m~as~re progress? {~\O ~L.i~ . !M.J,k4.vM~J's.r

"\ ~ ~ ~~..A l,,-\Jr~VO .~~, UI.A ~'.r {\(l\ .
3. Is the question of progress in the t~h 'century linked to the western model of

civilisation or is there a possibility of multiple modernity corresponding to the cultural and
religious conditions? The concept of progress has developed differently in different world
cultures Is world-wide progress to have a linear nature which corresponds to western
traditions?

4. The technological industrial progress has become the highest criteria of civilisation havmg
absolute claim. Can such a definition of progress be in harmony with a humane
development of mankind? Can technical development be equated with the "vision" of
progress? _1Ji:t~/,\t ;!~'I

5. How can~tAt and Culture be made compatible? How can cultural identity on one
side and ~t, research and modernity on the other side coexist? Can the pluralism
of cultures be brought into hannony with economic globalisation. the internationalism of the
world economy and with the western conception of progress?

6. Is there not an anthropological thermostat in the world civilisations'7 A technological
homogenising on one hand and on the other hand its counter-reaction. This counter reactIon
can take the fonn of ethnic and religious resistance, political Balkanisation and religious and
secular nationalism as an expression of anti-modernity. What consequences will thiS
resistance have for development and progress? Does technical homogeneity mean loss of
the human identity?



r/
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7 Development and progress cannot take place in a cultural vacuum No culture IS better than
the other. What are the consequences of this') Does anyone culture have the fight to be
considered universaP Does not western progress in one sense always mean a loss for othel
cultures') How can a balance be struck between tradition and modernity')

8 What is the relationship between Environment, Development, Ecology and Progress') Is
technological development a means of survival or does it endanger mankind')

What IS the relationship between man and technology? Is there a conflict between the
autonomy of technology and the freedom of man? Will man become the object of
technology and not the subject') Is there a powerplay between man, Nature, and
Technology? /lA~ -vi V'U7~1"~..o-.l-L-(, \.,.~ W...i?O,co-v J-.t,] /1/1-e--:)(}-e-t-/ ,

~(- . (rl"{=::t_~~ I JOlt ~'-t~0 \ {l1--v"-h'eD ~ o(,vv\ Yl(h0LtJJO~'
10. Is there a radical conflict between human nature and modern technology, which is -J

differently manifested in different countries') Has the dissemination of technology in the t~
world civilisation assumed too dominant a character') Does the import of exogenous 6-!..xaJu.f,'_
technology lead to alienatIOn ofll1dlgenous people') Is technology neutral or should she not -:lrte

be made "acultural" according to the respective cultural and religio-hlstoflcal conditIOns') (?(~

(j

Constant factol's in anthropology as the basis for the understanding of progress in different
cultUl'es:

What definitions can be derived from the term human need? What IS meant by the term
"human"') What is the anthropological significance of "human worthiness and happiness ,-
Does progress heighten self esteem or limit it?

2 What roles do the terms "work", "action" and "activity "play 111different cultures') What
roles do discipline and work ethic play in progress and development') What is self evident in
the words "effiCiency and inn~va~iWlWat is the role of initiative? How does a particular
culture awaken dynamism, irlilifVa110n and creativity? What is one's understanding of
productivity? What is the definition and meaning of the term economic success in different
cultures? Is man ~ doer or a~nerely a being? What is the potential for ,change in a,~lture'~Ol ~":-'ilW"-<t

vue, "'-/;~ ~ ~ o~u.Qh <- VVVv»'0 i l/\;}..) UV-e L~ \ ~~~M ??(vI
3 The concept oftim~ varies in different cultures This concept !nay be linear, it may be future

-oriented, or past oriented or it may be cyclic Man can directly confront future or he can
wait for it to confront him. What concrete effects do past, present and future orientation exert
on development? Does the evaluation, utilisation and planning of time subscribe to a
progressive, retrogressive or cyclic conception') Does a culture articulate its vision of the
future and what effect does this have on development?

4 Death is the one constant anthropological factor in all cultures. What effects does the attitude
to death and to eschatology have on the work ethic and the dynamics of economic



developmc": .. ".~ ,hR'erenl cultures and on the understandrng of progress" What" the
attltude 'r' "0' .." :. :he su pematu ral and to the envnonment ,n a deep eco logreal sense'

5 \\he: .: , :: _e:en play 10 socrety and how do they carry fnrward development rn d rtle,en I

.'.e den ne" po verty" and" wealth" m d, fferent cu Itu res' Wh at are lh e d IIleren t
>_,:: cces' Can one say thatthere is not one but different forms of poverty" Wb,ch n•.eds of
-c:. :on be regarded as elementary' What does one mean by a good Irfe' Can the fil!a\lty nf

'e " quantrtatrvely Judged' •••;~ .

-\Ie modernisatlO
n

and nniversalisatron synonymoUS WIth WesterOlsatron 01 are lire
alternatIves') Did the brrth of modernIty not take place rn a speCIfic accrdeotal ··hrstorrcal
situatIOn and can it not be dnectly transplanted to otber cultures' Is umversahs

m
a monopoly

of th e West' Can there be a um versal1ty ofth e techn ocentn eWes t an d mass rod us tnahsa"
0

n
In the non Western cultures' What is the definition of modernity In a pa>"cular culture and
what IS the relationshIP berween tradItion and modernity" What role does rod,geno

u
,

knowledge play' What are the factors which hroder a dynamIC development and progress rn
rod,geno

uS
cultures' Why rs a non Western Iorm of ratronahty and progress never correctly·

eval uated')
8. What IS man' s IdentIty? Is C olture the rden"ty of man' Is rt endangered by develo proen, and

progress' The un,ficaUon of the world can be carried out only by ratronahsrng tire world
market and not through any attempts to create a srogle world ,dentity ""hreh coo

ld
be a

negotiating influence between world cultures

9. Is economic growth identical to development io a w,der and more comprehens
rve

sense'
What are the paradIgms of growth In different coltures? How can one drstrog

ulsh
between

quantrtative and qualitatIve growth' Does material growth necessanly mean progress and

grovyth in civilisation?

T.'anslated by Sabita Dhar


